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paperback. Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day, And Fast shipping, Free Tracking number
will be provided after the shipment.Paperback Pages Number: 169 Language: Simplified Chinese.
Publisher: Posts & Telecom Press; 1. In order to help candidates in the shortest possible time
passed the computer grade examination. the NCRE proposition research centers and the future of
education and teaching and research center joint design. development of the National Computer
Rank Examination written examination on a pass - three network technology. The book is 11
chapters. the main contents include: exam guide. basic computer network technology base. LAN
infrastructure. the server operating system the basis of the Internet. Internet services. network
management and network security. network application technology-on Zhenti Classification
explain machine test and written test sprint questions. written examination of the National
Computer Rank on a pass - three network technology with the CD in two parts - the multimedia
classroom and simulation test system. Multimedia classroom multimedia on the key and difficult
points to enable candidates to strengthen the consolidation of the knowledge points in a relaxed
learning environment. The simulation test system to lead the candidates early entry into the
examination room. automatic scoring feature can help...
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ReviewsReviews

A top quality ebook and the typeface used was interesting to read through. It is rally intriguing throgh reading through period. You wont feel monotony at
anytime of the time (that's what catalogues are for relating to when you ask me).
-- Estelle Donnelly-- Estelle Donnelly

This pdf is great. It really is rally intriguing throgh studying time period. I am just quickly could possibly get a satisfaction of reading a written pdf.
-- Roosevelt Braun-- Roosevelt Braun
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